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NCM Online - cheap web hosting

reviews, coupon codes, and more...

Time-limited and perpetual promotional codes now

available to consumers seeking deep discounts on web

hosting services.

WILMINGTON, DE, USA, May 6, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/

-- NCM Online (www.ncmonline.com) -- a leader in the

publication of data-driven web host evaluations, testing,

analysis, and rankings -- has published a Web Hosting

Coupon Codes and Flash Sales page now available at:

https://www.ncmonline.com/web-hosting-coupon-

codes

In order to provide its users with the latest promotional

discounts, NCM Online maintains constant contact with

more than popular 50 host companies. Time-limited

flash sale information is uploaded the same day it

becomes available.

The discount information is also posted to NCM Online's Pinterest, Twitter, Google+, and

Facebook pages. Consumers can access any one of these to receive deep discounts from

For instance, HostGator

does not generally overlap

its sales, while GoDaddy

provides an almost constant

stream of time-limited

promo codes.”

Anthony Ailed

numerous established hosting providers.

"There are a number of challenges in providing time-

limited discount information," said NCM Online editor,

Patricia Roberts. She continued, "Because the price

reductions often last only a number of hours, the elapsed

time between receipt and posting must be kept to an

absolute minimum. This requires 24/7/365 monitoring and

publishing capabilities."

"As the majority of these sales are unannounced prior to their start dates, we have made it a

priority to study the marketing and markdown tendencies of the host companies," commented

NCM Online editor, Anthony Ailed. He added, "For instance, HostGator does not generally

overlap its sales, while GoDaddy provides an almost constant stream of time-limited promo
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codes."

NCM Online's efforts have resulted in a new and reliable source of current discount information

for webmasters, small-business owners, internet marketers, and bloggers.

About NCM Online

In addition to the publication of flash sales and coupon codes, NCM Online provides its site

visitors with the benefits of their singular, data-driven approach to the evaluation of low-cost

web hosting services. This exclusive methodology produces reviews and rankings that are

virtually free of bias. 
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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